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Abstract

Background and Aims: To test the feasibility of a novel, wearable carotid Doppler

ultrasound to track changes in cardiac output induced by end-inspiratory and end-

expiratory occlusion tests.

Methods: We observed the pattern of Doppler change of the common carotid artery

during a simulated end-inspiratory and expiratory occlusion test (sEIOT/sEEOT) in

10, nonventilated, healthy subjects. Simultaneously, we measured the Doppler signal

of the descending aorta using duplex ultrasound (Xario, Toshiba Medical Systems)

and stroke volume (SV) using noninvasive pulse contour analysis (Clearsight, Edwards

Lifesciences, Irvine, California).

Results: During sEIOT, SV, maximum velocity time integral (VTI) of the des-

cending aorta, and common carotid fell by 25.7% (P = .0131), 26.1% (P < .0001),

and 18.5% (P < .0001), respectively. During sEEOT, SV, maximum VTI of the des-

cending aorta, and common carotid rose by: 41.3% (P = .0051), 28.3%

(P < .0001), and 41.6% (P < .0001), respectively. There was good correlation

between change in aortic VTI and carotid VTI (r2 = 0.79); SV and aortic VTI

(r2 = 0.82), and SV and carotid VTI (r2 = 0.95).The coefficient of variation of the

VTI measured by the Doppler patch was roughly 60% less than that of the duplex

system.

Conclusions: The pattern of SV change induced by a sEIOT/sEEOT in non-

mechanically ventilated volunteers is reflected in the common carotid artery and des-

cending aorta. The VTI variability of the Doppler patch was less than that of the

traditional, duplex Doppler.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The use of functional hemodynamic indices to identify preload

responsiveness has been of growing interest for nearly two decades

in the intensive care unit.1,2 One such measure, the end-expiratory

occlusion (EEOT) test, is based upon transient preload augmentation

following the release of inspiratory intra-thoracic pressure during

mechanical ventilation.3 In general, an increase in cardiac output of at

least 5% following a 12 to 30 second EEOT reliably detects patients

who are preload responsive.4

More recently, however, Doppler ultrasound has been used as a

means to assess the change in cardiac output—or its surrogate—

induced by an EEOT. For example, both the left ventricular outflow

tract (LVOT)5 and transesophageal Doppler ultrasound of the des-

cending aorta4 have been used successfully to infer fluid responsive-

ness in critically ill patients. Interestingly, in both of the

aforementioned studies, the addition of an end-inspiratory occlusion

test (EIOT) to the EEOT accurately detected fluid responsiveness with

a diagnostic threshold more compatible with the precision of Doppler

ultrasound than EEOT alone. The basis of the EIOT is the converse of

the EEOT; the EIOT requires transient preload reduction consequent

to the inspiratory rise in intra-thoracic pressure.4,5 When summing

the fall and rise in Doppler-derived stroke volume (ie, from the LVOT)

during the EIOT and EEOT, respectively, a threshold of 13% was

found to predict fluid responsiveness with good sensitivity and speci-

ficity.5 A similar analysis was performed with transesophageal Dopp-

ler; likewise, when summing the fall and rise in descending aortic

blood flow during an EIOT and EEOT, respectively, a threshold of 9%

demonstrated excellent sensitivity and specificity for predicting fluid

responsiveness in critically ill patients.5

Given that trans-esophageal Doppler has been used to track

change in cardiac output during a combined EIOT and EEOT, we con-

ducted a proof-of-concept study in human volunteers. We hypothe-

sized that the pattern of change in the carotid artery—measured by an

adhered, continuous wave Doppler ultrasound patch—would match that

of the descending aorta measured by a traditional, duplex ultrasound

system. To confirm that the pattern of change observed in the des-

cending aorta reflected cardiac output, we also measured stroke volume

by noninvasive pulse contour analysis in a subset of volunteers. Lastly,

given that human factors are known to increase the variability of Dopp-

ler ultrasound measurement,6 we compared the coefficient of variation

of the velocity time integral (VTI) from the hand-held, pulsed wave

Doppler ultrasound system to the adherent ultrasound patch.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Clinical setting

We obtained a convenience sample of 10 healthy adult volunteers with

no known cardiovascular history and on no regular cardiovascular

medications.

2.2 | Simulated end-expiratory occlusion test

All subjects performed a simulated EEOT as follows: following

15 seconds of recorded, resting baseline, the subjects were instructed

to take a tidal breath in and contract the diaphragm against a manom-

eter placed at the lips to maintain an airway pressure of 20 to 25 cm

H2O for 15 seconds; this was termed the “simulated end-inspiratory

occlusion test” (sEIOT). Immediately following the sEIOT, the pressure

and tidal breath were released to functional residual capacity and this

was held for an additional 15 seconds before another breath was

taken; this was termed the simulated “end-expiratory occlusion test”

(sEEOT). Finally, beats were recorded for an additional 15 second

recovery phase.

2.3 | Stroke volume measurements

Subjects were monitored with a noninvasive, FDA-approved

pulse contour method (Clearsight, Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine,

California) enabling measurements of SV every 20 seconds.

Briefly, Clearsight uses a “volume clamp” method for transducing

the digital artery waveform. Using an algorithm, the digital

artery waveform is transformed into a brachial artery waveform

and then analyzed using pulse contour analysis to derive stroke

volume.7 A number of studies have evaluated the ability of

Clearsight to track changes in cardiac output with agreement

values ranging between 84% and 100% compared to a gold stan-

dard.7 The study protocol did not begin until there was adequate

Clearsight signal as measured by the Physiocal metric (ie, ≥50);

the third digit was used in all volunteers, as recommended by

the manufacturer. Subjects were monitored quietly with the

Clearsight device for at least 3 minutes prior to the onset of the

sEIOT/EEOT protocol. Only five subjects had their stroke vol-

ume measured due to availability of the pulse contour analysis

device in the physiology lab.

2.4 | Descending aorta VTI measurement

A traditional, hand-held, duplex ultrasound imaging system (Xario,

Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, Tochigi, Japan) was employed

to acquire simultaneous pulsed wave (PW) Doppler from the des-

cending aorta. The PW Doppler velocity measurements in the des-

cending aorta were measured by a trained sonographer blinded to

the velocity data acquired simultaneously from the hands-free

Doppler ultrasound patch. The duplex system was set up to obtain

a view of the descending aorta via the supra-sternal notch, con-

firmed by identification of the left subclavian artery and pulsatile

flow away from a phased array cardiac probe (7.5 MHz), as previ-

ously described.8 The sample volume was 4 mm long and posi-

tioned mid-vessel. The angle of insonation was 0�, as flow was

directly away from the probe.
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2.5 | Carotid VTI and carotid corrected flow time
measurements

The FDA-approved, carotid ultrasound patch (FloPatch, Flosonics

Medical, Sudbury, Ontario) (Figure 1) was placed by palpation over

the carotid artery below the angle of the jaw in an effort to ensure

Doppler sampling below the bifurcation.

Once an adequate spectrogram signal was visualized in an open-

access audio-recording program (Audacity) and a satisfactory Physiocal

value was obtained on the Clearsight device, the protocol was initiated.

The maximum velocity of the continuous wave (CW) Doppler wave-

forms was automatically traced using an algorithm based on the

approach described by Steinman et al.9 The automated maximum veloc-

ity estimation for each timepoint in the waveform was used to calculate

the VTI as the area under the curve. The duration of systole (ie, from

systolic velocity upstroke to the dicrotic notch, in milliseconds) was

recorded from the CW Doppler patch and corrected for heart rate using

Wodey's Formula10 to obtain the carotid corrected flowtime (FTc):

FTc= systolic flow time+ 1:29× HR−60ð Þ½ �: ð1Þ

Figure 1C describes the metrics derived from the continuous

wave Doppler patch.

The real-time spectral Doppler signals from the descending aorta

(PW system) and the CW Doppler ultrasound patch were fed into a

two-channel audio recorder (Roland Corporation, Los Angeles, Califor-

nia) and then visualized with the Audacity software. This approach

ensured synchronous recording of Doppler waveform signals from the

hands-free patch and aorta from the duplex imaging system.

2.6 | Statistical analysis

For carotid and descending aorta Doppler, time 1 (T1) was the aver-

age of all cardiac cycles between 5 and 10 seconds of the 15-second

resting baseline. Time 2 (T2) was the average of all cardiac cycles con-

tained within the terminal 5 seconds of the 15-second sEIOT. Finally,

time 3 (T3) was the terminal 5 seconds of the 15-second sEEOT. We

created four quadrant plots and correlated change in VTI of the aorta

and VTI of the carotid as well as change in SV compared to change in

VTI of the aorta and carotid.

Because the Clearsight device updates SV every 20 seconds, we

chose resting baseline (T1) as the SV value immediately prior to the onset

of the 15 second resting baseline recorded for the descending aorta and

carotid artery. T2 was therefore recorded 20 seconds into the protocol.

T3 was measured at the end of the 60 second protocol to reflect a com-

plete return to baseline. A Smirnov-Kolmogorov test was performed to

assess for a normal distribution for VTI, FTc, and SV. Values obtained for

stroke volume, maximal carotid VTI and carotid FTc, descending aortic

VTI and FTc were compared using a paired sample t test.

For each individual, the coefficient of variation (CV) of the carotid

VTI, FTc and aortic VTI and stroke volume were measured for each

5-second time window (ie, T1, T2, and T3). The average CV amongst

all subjects for each metric at each time interval is reported.

2.7 | Ethical considerations

The procedures followed were in accord with the ethical standards of

the committee on human experimentation at our institution. Written

and informed consent was obtained for all subjects, and the study was

approved by the Research Ethics Board of Health Sciences North.

Consent to publish data was obtained for all subjects.

3 | RESULTS

Ten healthy volunteers were recruited to complete the 60 second

simulated EIOT/EEOT. Nine of the 10 volunteers were included in the

study results. One volunteer was unable to perform the simulated

EEOT/EIOT correctly and was excluded from analysis. Baseline char-

acteristics of the nine healthy subjects studied are described in

Table 1. The Clearsight device was available for only five of the nine

subjects studied, thus the SV data represents an n = 5.

F IGURE 1 The wireless Doppler ultrasound patch. A, Wireless, hands-free Doppler patch placed over common carotid artery of a healthy
volunteer. B, Scaled image of the Doppler patch. C, Metrics obtained from wearable Doppler
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Smirnov-Kolmogorov testing revealed that at all three time

points, carotid VTI, carotid FTc, aorta VTI, and stroke volume did not

differ significantly from the normal distribution.

3.1 | Hemodynamic effects of the simulated
EIOT (T1-T2)

There was a statistically and clinically significant fall in stroke volume,

aortic VTI, carotid VTI, and carotid FTc during the sEIOT, that is from

T1 to T2 (Table 2).

3.2 | Hemodynamic effects of the simulated
EEOT (T2-T3)

There was a statistically and clinically significant rise in stroke volume,

aortic VTI, carotid VTI, and carotid FTc during the sEEOT, that is from

T2 to T3 (Table 2).

3.3 | Summary of hemodynamic effects during
entire sEIOT and sEEOT

Four-quadrant plots using VTI of the descending aorta and SV by

pulse contour analysis as the gold standard (on x-axis) are pres-

ented11; all included a 10% exclusion zone, but no data points landed

within this zone. Comparing the change in VTI of the descending aorta

to VTI of the carotid, there was 94% concordance with a correlation

coefficient of 0.79 (Figure 2A). In the subset of patients who had their

SV measured, there was 100% concordance between change in SV

and VTI of the aorta with a correlation coefficient of 0.82 (Figure 2B).

Finally, there was 100% concordance between change in SV and VTI

of the carotid with a correlation coefficient of 0.95 (Figure 2C).

With descending aorta VTI as the gold standard, a fall in carotid

VTI of 10% detected a 10% decrease in VTI of the aorta with a sen-

sitivity of 73% and a specificity of 100% (Figure 2A). In the subset

of five subjects with SV as the gold standard, a 10% decrease in VTI

of the either the descending aorta or carotid both correctly identi-

fied a 10% fall in SV with perfect sensitivity and specificity

(Figure 2B,C).

3.4 | Variability of hand-held Doppler and Doppler
patch (T1, T2, and T3)

The average coefficient of variation at all three time points was less

for the Doppler patch than the hand-held, duplex system. These aver-

ages were based on an analysis of 5 to 10 cardiac cycles for each vol-

unteer at each time point. For the Doppler ultrasound patch, the

average coefficient of variation for all nine subjects was 0.053, 0.096,

TABLE 1 Characteristics of healthy volunteers

Demographic variable (n = 9); mean ± SD

Average age in years 34.5 ± 2.9

Percent female 56

Average BMI 26 ± 2.1

Mean heart rate (bpm) 69 ± 11.9

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 118.5 ± 12.4

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 79 ± 9.7

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) 78.5 ± 11.0

TABLE 2 Changes in stroke volume,
VTI, FTc, during the sEIOT/sEEOT

maneuvers, and P-values for all subjects

Simulated EIOT (#cardiac preload) T1 to T2

Metric (mean) T1 T2 % change P-value

Stroke volume (mL) 104.2 77.4 −25.7 P = .0131

Aortic VTI (cm) 15.3 11.3 −26.1 P < .0001

Carotid VTI (cm) 36.3 29.6 −18.5 P < .0001

Carotid FTc (ms) 334.8 296.7 −11.4 P = .0048

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) 78.5 86.5 +10.4 P = .0610

Heart rate (bpm) 72 90 +25 P < .0001

Simulated EEOT ("cardiac preload) T2 toT3

Metric (mean) T2 T3 % change P-value

Stroke volume (mL) 77.4 109.4 +41.3 P = .0051

Aortic VTI (cm) 11.3 14.5 +28.3 P = .0005

Carotid VTI (cm) 29.6 41.9 +41.6 P < .0001

Carotid FTc (ms) 296.7 319.4 +7.7 P = .082

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) 86.5 102.6 +18.5 P = .011

Heart rate (bpm) 90 70 −22.2 P < .0001

Abbreviations: EEOT, end-expiratory occlusion test; EIOT, end-inspiratory occlusion test; FTc, carotid

corrected flow time; sEEOT, simulated end-expiratory occlusion test; sEIOT, simulated end-inspiratory

occlusion test; VTI, velocity time integral.
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and 0.063 for T1, T2, and T3, respectively. By contrast, for the hand-

held duplex system employed by the trained sonographer, the coeffi-

cient of variations obtained were 0.096, 0.135, and 0.113 for T1, T2,

and T3, respectively (Figure 3B).

4 | DISCUSSION

We demonstrated that the qualitative and quantitative change in VTI

and FTc of the common carotid artery follows the VTI of the

F IGURE 2 Relationships between carotid VTI,
aortic VTI, and SV. A, Relationship between aortic
VTI as gold standard and change in carotid VTI.
The asterisk notes the single point of discordance
on the four-quadrant plot. B, Relationship between
SV as gold standard and change in aortic VTI. C,
Relationship between SV as gold standard and
change in carotid VTI. The y-axis is percent change
for all panels. See text for details. SV, stroke

volume; VTI, velocity time integral
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descending aorta during a simulated end-inspiratory/end-expiratory

occlusion test. In a subset of subjects, stroke volume measured by

noninvasive pulse contour analysis followed a similar pattern of

change. These findings are congruent with previous studies in the crit-

ically ill using transthoracic echocardiography5 and transesophageal

Doppler.4 Further, we found that the variability, as defined by the

coefficient of variation, was less with the Doppler patch compared to

the traditional, hand-held, duplex system.

While it is tempting to directly compare the values obtained in

healthy volunteers to the thresholds achieved from the LVOT and

descending aorta in the critically ill, they are not interchangeable.

The average fall in aortic VTI during the sEIOT added to the aver-

age rise in aortic VTI during the sEEOT was 54.4% in our study;

this is much larger than the change observed from the LVOT and

descending aorta, in the critically ill. The reason for this

discrepancy is likely that our simulated maneuver is different from

the EIOT/EEOT performed in passive patients on a mechanical

ventilator. In our paradigm, 20 to 25 cm H2O during the EIOT was

chosen to mimic a clinically relevant plateau pressure, however,

achieving this value likely required greater pleural pressure than in

ventilated patients. Thus, the fall in stroke volume and descending

aortic VTI were much larger than those values observed in patients

receiving an EIOT.4,5

Additionally, we observed an “overshoot” in the common carotid

artery from T2 to T3 (Figure 3D). The common carotid VTI rose by

41.6% during the simulated EEOT; comparatively, the VTI rise of the

descending aorta was only 28.3%. This explains the slightly diminished

sensitivity of carotid VTI in detecting a fall in aortic VTI. Three sub-

jects maintained a decreased aortic VTI at T3 of at least 10% but were

judged by the carotid VTI to be higher. We suspect this was

F IGURE 3 Summary data from simulated occlusion tests. A, Percent change on the y-axis for all subjects for all Doppler metrics, across T1,
T2, and T3 on the x-axis; bars represent SE. B, Coefficient of variation on the y-axis for all subjects for all Doppler metrics across T1, T2, and T3
on the x-axis. C, Data from an individual with a slow aortic response across the entire maneuver; each dot from the carotid and aorta represent
one heartbeat, while the SV represents 20 second data points from the pulse contour analysis device. D, An individual with carotid “overshoot”
early in the sEEOT. The y-axis is percent change and the same for both subjects; T1, T2, and T3 are highlighted for clarity. sEEOT, simulated end-
expiratory occlusion test; sEIOT, simulated end-inspiratory occlusion test; SV, stroke volume; VTI, velocity time integral
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consequent to intracerebral vasodilation during the preceding sEIOT,

as previously described.12 This could be mitigated if the EIOT and

EEOT are not performed in immediate succession as they were in our

paradigm. Moreover, as above, because the sEIOT likely exaggerated

the fall in cardiac output, cerebral autoregulatory changes may have

been heightened; in the clinical setting, this is probably less

pronounced.

Previous studies have associated carotid blood flow and car-

diac output over relatively long measurement time (eg, hours) with

mixed results.13,14 It is expected that flow in the common carotid

artery will diverge from the left ventricle over time because of

auto-regulation; indeed, we observed the effects of cerebral auto-

regulation within 15 to 30 seconds. Nevertheless, our data is con-

sistent with previous work15 showing robust correlation between

abrupt changes in carotid VTI compared descending aorta VTI and

stroke volume. This suggests value in tracking immediate change—

where the carotid artery acts as a transient window to the left

ventricle.

We believe that a wearable Doppler has potential clinical bene-

fits. First, as we observed, the measured VTI variability of an adherent

Doppler was better than a hand-held, duplex system (Figure 3B). This

occurred despite the parabolic velocity profile in the carotid artery. As

compared to the uniform (i.e., plug) velocity profile of the descending

aorta,16 one might expect the aortic VTI variability to be less. Never-

theless, we observed the opposite, suggesting that an adherent Dopp-

ler mitigates human factors that contribute to Doppler measurement

variability.6,17 Second, a wearable Doppler can monitor a patient over

extended periods, giving beat-to-beat, noninvasive surrogates of

stroke volume. Finally, the hands-free nature of the device frees up

the clinician to perform interventions on a patient such as a passive

leg raise or fluid challenge.

A number of important limitations of our study must be

addressed. First, we measured the VTI and not absolute flow.

Because vascular diameter is prone to measurement error and

amplified to the second power when calculating area,16 we did not

measure flow. Nevertheless, the VTI of the descending aorta

followed common carotid artery Doppler indices in addition to

noninvasive pulse contour-derived SV, intimating that changes in

absolute flow—in this healthy cohort—can be inferred from

changes in velocity. In addition, the transesophageal Doppler sys-

tem used in a recent study in the critically ill does not measure vas-

cular diameter—inferring change in flow from measured velocity;

despite this limitation, transesophageal Doppler had an excellent

sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing fluid responsiveness.4

Second, our sample size was small, yet the observed trends were

strong and in-line with expected physiology in healthy volunteers;

thus, our findings should hold within a relatively healthy adult

patient population with stable hemodynamics. Third, we measured

stroke volume only in five subjects due to logistical constraints in

the physiology lab where the study was performed. Fourth, we

studied the descending aorta rather than the LVOT VTI. While we

understand that LVOT has previously been studied with known

precision, we find that this approach frequently requires placing

the subject in left lateral decubitus position—a challenging view to

maintain for the sonographer and volunteer. Further, the des-

cending aorta should approximate transesophageal Doppler as

described above. Lastly, there has been conflicting data regarding

the correlation between SV from noninvasive pulse contour analy-

sis and thermodilution-based methods; however, the ability of the

former to track intra-individual change is clinically adequate.7,18-22

In this proof-of-concept study, we have shown that a novel

ultrasound patch can monitor hemodynamic changes in the carotid

artery. Transient alteration of stroke volume and VTI of the des-

cending aorta were reflected in the common carotid artery of

healthy volunteers during a simulated end-inspiratory/expiratory

occlusion test. Accordingly, a wearable, Doppler ultrasound patch

may be useful to assess the effects of end-inspiratory and end-

expiratory occlusion in patients. Further evaluation in the emer-

gency department, operating theater and in the intensive care unit is

warranted.
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